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DATE HEADLINE PUBLICATION EDITION JOURNALIST 

28 July 2021 

World Nature Conservation Day 
2021: Say no to single-use 
plastics 

The Times Of 
India 

Online NA 

Summary: The story in The Times of India is around World Nature Conservation Day and talks about how there has been a 
significant jump in the production and consumption of plastics, waste generation in India and is likely to triple by 2030 from 
62 million tonnes per year to 165 million tonnes. It says that the government has banned the manufacture and use of single-
use plastics but has not been able to enforce them properly. It mentions that disposal of plastic waste is a grave concern 
due to improper collection and segregation and that considering its harmful effects, we must reduce the use of single-use 
plastics and get into the habit of recycling more often. 

28 July 2021 

World Nature Conservation Day 
2021: Here are Things You Could 
do to Conserve Natural 
Resources 

News 18 Online NA 

Summary: The article is on how World Natural Conservation Day is celebrated every year on July 28 to raise awareness 
about the importance of working for a healthy environment. It mentions that the day is celebrated to promote best practices 
to protect our environment and shares about we can do as individuals to conserve natural resources. 

27 July 2021 

Like London and New York, this 
is India's first city to provide 
high-quality drinking water from 
tap 

    Mint Online 
Ravi Prakash 

Kumar 

Summary: The story talks about the initiative by  Odisha state Govt to provide water supply adhering to 'Quality Standards 
of IS 10500' that will benefit the city’s 2.5- lakh population. Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Patnaik inaugurated the ‘Drink 
from Tap’ mission in Puri making it the first city in India where people can avail high-quality drinking water directly from the 
tap 24-hour. The story also mentions that the provision of safe drinking water will help prevent the use of three crore 
plastic bottles, eliminating 400 metric tonnes of plastic waste and reducing the state’s carbon footprint. 

27 July 2021 

Industrial Plastic Waste 
Management Market Size 
Detailed Analysis, Competitive 
landscape Forecast to 2030 

Digital Journal Online NA 

Summary: The coverage on market research talks about the latest research report that centres around “Global Industrial 
Plastic Waste Management market” which is an intensive analysis of propulsive forces & risks, business opportunities, 
Industrial Plastic Waste Management threats and challenges. It says that the report will provide a conclusive fragment of 
the Industrial plastic waste management market such as major prominent players, market size over the upcoming years 
2021-2030, market share, segmentation study, present Industrial Plastic Waste Industry market trends, progress and major 
geographical sectors involved in the market. It further talks about other details and insights that is in the report that can help 

market players to take better business strategic decisions. 
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